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Mafia Had Motive to Assassinate JFK

In a recent column, we reported that
the most intriguing of the conspiracy
theories, in connection with the murder of John F. Kennedy, involved Mafia
bosses Carlos Marcello and Santos Trafficante.
The House Assassinations Committee
will conclude that organized crime had
the "motive, means and opportunity" to
kill the president. Although there is no
direct evidence that the mob hierarchy
met and planned the assassination, the
committee's final report will give indirect evidence linking Marcello and
Trafficante to Lee Harvey Oswald and
Jack Ruby.
The most compelling evidence of a
Mafia motive for killing Kennedy is
provided by underworld figures themselves, in more than 300 volumes of
transcripts made from FBI taps of the
nation's top crime figures. Ralph J.
Salerno, a recognized authority on organized crime, supervised the committee staff's painstaking examination of
the transcripts.
The wiretap evidence reveals the
mob's deep-seated hatred of the Kennedy brothers, and Salerno pinpoints
the reason: Attorney General Robert F.
Kennedy's relentless pursuit of the syndicate.
"By 1963," Salerno told the committee, "the FBI had a very complete and
accurate picture of who was doing
what and where they were doing it [inside the Mafia] ... You had total penetration of the organization." The Mafia,
for the first time in its infamous history, was scared.
A transcript of an intercepted telephone conversation of May 22, 1963,

six months to the day before the assas- handiwork. It will
the traditional
sination in Dallas, shows that Buffalo Mafia reluctance tonote
use
crime boss Stefano Magaddino la- ble, nondescript people" "nondependainstead of promented: "We are in a bad situation .
fessional killers for gangland murders.
They [the FBI] know everything under
The report, however, will acknowlthe sun. They know who's back of it ... edge three exceptions to
They know there's a Commission (of of these were famous: the rule. Two
the 1956 acidmob leaders). We got to watch out right blinding of labor column
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In another transcript of a tapped con- murder a Kansas City,
Mo., businessversation of May 1963, two Cosa Nostra man byoffour
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Clarification: On Dec. 20 we reporthings will be at a standstill."
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